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ABSTRACT
Excessive recombination between repeated, interspersed, and divergedDNA sequences is a potential source of genomic instability. We have investigated the possibility that a mechanism exists to
suppress genetic exchange between these quasi-homologous (homeologous) sequences. We examined
the role of the general mismatch repair system of Escherichia coli because previous work has shown
that the mismatch repair pathway functions as a barrier to interspecies recombination between E. coli
and Salmonella typhimurium. T h e formation of large duplications by homeologous recombination in
E. coli was increased some tenfold by mutations in the mutL and mutS genes that encode themismatch
recognition proteins. These findings indicate that the mismatch recognition proteins act to prevent
excessive intrachromosomal exchanges. We conclude that mismatch repair proteins serve as general
controllers of the fidelity of genetic inheritance, acting to suppress chromosomal rearrangements as
well as point mutations.

E

SCHERICHIA coli and Salmonellatyphimurium
carry large duplications of genomic segments at
frequenciesthat can be as high as
of abacterial
population (ANDERSON
and ROTH 1977; PETESand
HILL 1988). These duplications are thought to arise
by an unequal recombination event between homologous sequences dispersed in the genome. T w o examples of such “gene families” are therrn operons for
ribosomal RNA andthe rhs sequences (ANDERSON
and ROTH 1977; PETESand HILL 1988). Seven rrn
loci are present in the E. coli chromosome.More
recently, up to five rhs loci have been described in E.
coli; the rhs sequences lack a known genetic function
(SADOSKY
et al. 1989; FEULNER
et al. 1990). In addition
to duplication, rrn operons have been defined as sites
for inversion, deletion, and transposition of chromosomal segments (HILLet al. 1977; HILLand HARNISH
1981, 1982).
Chromosomalrearrangements, especially duplications, can serve as valuable sources for environmental
o r evolutionary adaptation. For example, duplication
in Salmonella appears to aid growth on limiting carbon source, probably by a gene dosage effect (SONTI
and ROTH 1989).
However,
some genetic
rearrangements, especially deletions, can be highly deleterious. Recent work has shown that the frequency
of large duplications in E. coli increases tenfold when
the SOS response is constitutively activated (DIMPFL
and ECHOLS1989). This observation indicates that
duplication formation might be subject to some form
of cellular regulation; the SOS response might allow
morefrequentrearrangementsasasource
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creased genetic variation for an endangered bacterial
population (DIMPFL
and ECHOLS1989). Based on the
SOS work, we were led to explore mechanisms that
might normally suppress formation of large duplications and other chromosomal rearrangements.
A property of the rrn and rhs gene families is a
slight divergence in DNA sequence(homeologous
sequences) (HILL, HARVEY
and GRAY1990). We were
intrigued with the possible regulatory significance of
this property because the recombinational barrier between the homeologous DNA sequences of E. coli and
S. typhimurium can be largely eliminated by mutations
in the mismatch repair system (RAYSSIGUIER,
THALER
and RADMAN1989). Thus, mismatch repair proteins
might function aspart of a generalmechanism to limit
intrachromosomal as well as interchromosomalrecombination between duplicated, diverged
DNA sequences.
T o study the recombination events leading to duplication, we have used a bacterial strain that allows
quantitative measurementof duplications between the
rhsA and rhsB sequences some 140 kbp apart in the
genome (LIN, CAPAGE
and HILL1984). The rhsA and
rhsB sequences share a 3.7-kbp region of substantial
homology, as judged by hybridization data, but differ
by 22 mismatches among the 990 bp already
available
for sequence comparison (SADOSKY
et al. 1989; FEULNER et al. 1990; C. W. HILL,personal communication).
T h e formation of largeduplications was increased
some tenfold by mutations inactivating the mutL and
mutS genes of the mismatch repair pathway. Thus,
mismatch repairproteinsare
likely to function in
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FIGURE1.-Chromosome map of strains used to detect duplication events. The structure
of the duplicated chromosome is depicted
on the right side of the figure, with the arrows representing the
rhsA and rhsB sequences.

limiting intrachromosomal exchanges. Additional experiments indicate that the recombination events inhibited by the MutL and MutS mismatchproteins are
RecBC-dependent.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains: Bacterial strains are listed in Table 1
with their genotypes. New strains were prepared using transduction by phage P1 of transposon insertions in the gene of
interest.
Assay of gly& duplications: The genetic test allowing
the detection of duplications has been previously described
(LIN, CAPACE
and HILL 1984; DIMPFLand ECHOLS1989).
The duplication assay relies on the glySL cold-sensitive mutant allele of the glycyl-tRNA synthetase gene, in conjunction with trpA36glyU(sup). The trpA36 mutation is effectively
suppressed by the glyU(sup) allele at 37". However, at 20"
suppression of trpA36 is inefficient because ofpoor charging
of the suppressor tRNA, leading to poor growth in the
absence of tryptophan. In a glySL duplication, the glycineinserting missense suppressors are charged more efficiently
because of a gene dosage effect, leading to better growth
and large colony formation in the absence of tryptophan.
Southern hybridization has shown that this selection is specific for duplication of the rhsA-rhsB region, which includes
the glySL gene (LIN, CAPACEand HILL 1984). Duplication
frequency was deduced from the ratioof large colonies over
total colonies (20 plates scored per experiment). Asmismatch-deficient strains are known to favor transposon excision (LUNDBLAD
and KLECKNER1984), several large colonies
from each experiment were checked forthe antibiotic
marker linked with the mismatch mutation; 45 among 45
had retained the antibiotic-resistant phenotype.
Segregation analysis of duplications: These measurements were based on techniques developed for Salmonella
(ANDERSON,
MILLERand ROTH 1976). T o remove selective
pressure favoring glySL duplications, individual large colonies were grown at 37 " in LB broth for10 to 15 generations,
and then plated on the original selective medium without
tryptophan at 20" for 4 days. If segregation occurred, a
mixed population of large and smallcolonies could be
detected, among which the proportion of small colonies
represented the proportion of segregants.
RESULTS

Effect of mismatch repair mutations on duplication
formation:
In
the
duplication test strain
CH 1504,duplicationsof the rhsA-rhsB region containing the glrS, gene are recognized as large colonies
after growth under low temperature conditions (see

MATERIALSAND METHODS for details). A schematic
map of the CHI 504 chromosome, before and after
duplication, is presented in Figure 1. Duplication frequency was measured in strain CH 1504 and its derivatives harboring a mutL, mutS, mutH or uvrD mutation. Each of these mutations inactivates the general
mismatch repair pathway (MODRICH 1989; RADMAN
1989).The results of duplication assays are presented
in Table 2. In a mut+ context, the duplication frequency was 1.1 X 1 0-4, which agrees with previously
and HILL 1984;DIMPFL
reported data (LIN, CAPACE
and ECHOLS1989).In the absence of an active mutL
or mutS gene product, duplication frequency was 1015-fold higher (Table 2, lines 2 and 3). In contrast,
the mutH and uvrD mutants did not show an increase
in duplication frequency (Table 2, lines 4 and 5).
T o verify the presence of a duplication in the large
colonies, a segregation experiment was performed on
several purified colonies. Duplication mutations are
distinguished by their instabilitywhen the selective
pressure for them is removed, presumably because of
homologous recombination within the duplicated re1965;ANDERSON
and ROTH 1977).
gion (CAMPBELL
The results of the segregation analysis are presented
in Table 3. Among 1 1 large colonies tested for each
strain, the mutL, mutS and mutH strains were found
to give 100% with unstable phenotype. In addition,
the percentage of segregation was indistinguishable
between the wild type and the mutL or mutS derivatives. This observation indicates that the frequency of
homologous recombination between duplicated regions responsible for segregation was approximately
the same for the three strains. Thus the enhanced
duplication formation in the mismatch-defective mutants appears to bespecific for mismatched DNA
sequences (although our experiments do not demonstrate that thesame sequencesare recombined in the
mismatch mutants and wild-type strains). The uvrD
strain gave 0/11 unstable phenotypes; therefore, duplication frequency might be overestimated in the
uvrD strain.
From the data of Table 2 and Table 3, we infer
that the MutL and MutS proteins are likely to have
an active role in limiting the frequency of large duplications. The MutL and MutS proteins are involved in
the initial recognition of mismatched heteroduplex
DNA(GRILLEY et al. 1989; MODRICH 1989). MutS
binds to the mismatch, and MutL associateswith
MutS. The MutH protein nicks at an unmodified
GATC methylation sequence, and the UvrD helicase
(helicase 11) presumablyevicts the unwanted DNA
strand (MODRICH 1989). Our data indicate a special
role for the mismatch recognition proteins.
The genetic analysis reported in Table 2 reflects
two processes: the formation of duplications by homeologous recombination and the resolution of dupli-
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TABLE 1
E. coli K-12strains
Strain
designation

CH 1504
JCD 1000
JCD1400

Source or reference

Relevant genotype

trp A36 glyU(sup) glySL
Same as CH1504 but recA730
srlC30O:TnlO sulA::Tn5 pyrD
Same as CH 1504 but
mutL::TnlO

Construction

LIN, CAPAGE
and HILL(1984)
DIMPFLand ECHOLS(1989)
This laboratory

JCDl402

Same as CH 1504 but
mutS::TnlO

This laboratory

JCD1404

Same as CH1504 butmutH::Tn5

This laboratory

JCD1406

Same as CH1504 butuvrD::Tn5

This laboratory

JCDl408

Same as CH1504 butmutL::Tn5

This laboratory

JCD1410

Same as CH 1504 but mutS::Tn5

This laboratory

JCD1412

Same as JCD1408 but
rccB:TnlO

This laboratory

JCD1414

Same as JCD 1410 but
rccB:TnlO

This laboratory

JCD1416

Same as CH 1504 butrecB::TnlO

This laboratory

JCD1418

Same as JCD1400 butrecF::Tn3

This laboratory

JCD1420

Same as JCD1402 but rccF::Tn3

This laboratory

JCD1310

Same as CH 1504 but recF::Tn3

This laboratory

JCD1422

Same as JCDlOOO mutL::TnlO

This laboratory

JCDl424

Same as JCDlOOO mutS::TnlO

This laboratory

NK7084
NK7085
N2101
JC 10990
GW3733
GW3731
GW3732
GW7303

mutL103::Tn5
mutS104::TnS
rccB268::TnlO
rccF332::Tn3
mutL218::TnlO
mulS215::TnlO
mutH471::Tn5
uvrD260::Tn5

LUNDBLAD
and KLECKNER(1984)
LUNDBLAD
and KLECKNER
(1984)
LLOYD,BUCKMAN
and BENSON 987)
(1
J. CURK
PANG,LUNDBERG
and WALKER
(1985)
G. WALKER
G. WALKER
G. WALKER

cations by homologous recombination. Thusthe
MutL and MutS proteins might destabilize the duplicated state rather than inhibit duplication formation.

P1 transduction of
mutL::TnlO from
GW3733 into CH1504
P 1transduction of
mutS::TnlO from
GW3731 into CH1504
P 1transduction of
mutH::Tn5 from GW3732
into CH 1504
P 1transduction of
uurD::Tn5 from GW7303
into CH 1504
P1 transduction of
mutL::Tn5 from NK7084
into CH 1504
P1 transduction of
mutS::Tn5 from NK7085
into CH1504
P1 transduction of
recB::TnlO from N2101
into JCD1408
P1 transduction of
recB::TnlO from N2101
into JCD1410
P1 transduction of
recB::TnlO from N2101
into CH1504
P1 transduction of recF:Tn3
from JCDl300 into
JCD 1400
P1 transduction of recF::Tn3
from JCD 1310 into
CH 1402
P1 transduction of recF:Tn3
from JC 10990 into
CH 1504
P 1 transduction of
mutL::TnlO from
GW3733 into a TetS
revertant of JCDl 000
P1 transduction of
mutS::TnlO from
GW3731 into a TetS
revertant of JCD 1000

If this alternative were true, segregation frequency
should be significantly reduced in mutL or m u 6 mutants compared to wild type. The data in Table 3
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TABLE 2

TABLE 3

Effect of the mismatch repairgenes on the duplication of the
rhsA-rhsB region

Segregation of rhsA-rhsB duplications

Mismatch repair
Strain
genotype
nanle

Duplication
frequency

Straingenotype
name
total

(X 104)"

CH 1504
JCD1400
JCD 1402
JCD 1404
JCDl406

+

1.1 (k0.5)

mutL
mutS
mutH
uvrD

11.0 (k3)
0.3 (f0.2)
0.6 (k0.3)

16.0 (k6)

CH 1504
JCD 1400
JCD 1402
JCD1404
JCD 1406

No. of unstaMismatch repair
ble
colonies/
Percent
segregation
of unstable
colonies

+

'' Average and standard deviation are given for three separate
c.xperiments.

TABLE 5

Effect of recombination mutationson duplication frequency

Mismatch repair
Strain
name
genotype

Mismatch repairRecombinationDuplicationfrequency
Stwin
name
genotype
genotype
(x 1 04y

+
mutL
mutS
WL
mutS

+

mutL
mutS

+

+
+
+
recB
recB
recB
recF
recF
recF

26 (25)
39 (k8)
20 (212)
41 (k6)
0

Additive effect on duplication frequency of mismatch repair
deficiency and SOS activation

TABLE 4

<:H 1504
JCD 1408
J<:D14 10
JCD~~I'L
JC I) 14 14
JCD1416
JCD1418
JCD1420
JCDl3lO

12/12
11/11
11/11
11/11
0/11

mutL
mutS
mutH
uvrD

1.1 (k0.5)
10.0 ( f 6 )
6.4 (k4)
0.9 (f1.5)
0.5 (k0.5)
0.3 (kO.1)
100.0 (k7.0)
17.0 (k12)
1.6 ( k l . 1 )

" Average and standard deviation are given from three or four
separate experinlents.

show that the segregation frequency was not reduced
for mutL or mutS strains compared to wild type. We
believe therefore that this alternative explanation is
unlikely. We conclude that the MutL and MutS proteins probably act to reduce formation of large duplications.
Recombination genes affecting enhanced duplication formation: We wanted to determine which
recombination pathway of E. coli was stimulated by
the mutL and mutS mutations. For this purpose, we
introduced
additional
mutations
inactivating the
RecBC or RecF pathways (CLARK 1973;SMITH1987)
(Table 4). Duplication formation in mutL and mutS
strains was reduced by a factor of 10 when a recB
mutation was introduced. Therefore, mutL and mutS
gene products seem to interferewith a recombination
event promoted by the RecBC pathway of E. coli. In
contrast,introduction of a recF mutationdidnot
reduceduplicationformation
in mutL and mutS
strains.
Our data on the RecBC pathway indicate that this
recombinational route is highly efficient for intrachromosomal exchanges in the absence of intervention
by the mismatch proteins. Thus, genomic stability may
depend on the ability of the mismatch repair system
to exert a negative controlonthe
activity of the
RecBC pathway in homeologous exchanges.
AdditivitywithSOS-enhancedduplicationfre-

JCDlOOO
JCD 1422
JCD1424

+
mutL
mutS

sos
Constitutive
Constitutive
Constitutive

Duplication frequency
(X 104)"

9 (k6)
26 (k8)
28 (23)

a Average and standard deviation are given from three separate
experiments.

quency: In a recent study, another route to enhanced
duplication formation was described; the same duplication studied here became some tenfold more frequent when the SOS regulon was derepressed by an
SOS-constitutive mutant of recA (DIMPFLand ECHOLS
1989). We investigated the combined effect of a mutL
or mutS defect and SOS constitutive expression (Table
5 ) ; the resultantstrainsexhibiteda
25-30-fold increase in duplication frequency. Therefore, the two
mutational routes to enhanced duplication formation
appear to be additive. In additional experiments, we
found that the mutL mutation conferred a ten-fold
increase in duplication formation in a strain carrying
a noninducible allele of the LexA repressor of SOS
(data not shown). T h e SOS pathway to induced duplication depends on both RecF and RecBC (DIMPFL
and ECHOLS1989; and our unpublished data). This
dependence on RecF indicates that SOS-inducible duplications involve at least some differences in mechanism from those stimulated by a defect in mismatch
repair.
DISCUSSION

Role of mismatch recognition proteins in homeologous recombination: From the data reported in
this paper, we conclude that the mismatch recognition
proteins MutS and MutLact toprevent excessive
intrachromosomalrecombinationbetween
duplicated, diverged (homeologous) DNA sequences. Interestingly, our dataon mismatch repairmutantsare
highly similar to those obtained in E. coli-S. typhimurium crosses, in which mutS and mutL mutations were
by far themost effective in stimulating recombination
(RAYSSIGUIER,
THALER
and RADMAN 1989).
SHENand
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HUANG(1989) have previously foundthat a mutS
mutation increased recombination involving homeoplasmid.
logous sequences between X phageanda
FEINSTEIN
and Low(1986) have notedthat mutations
in the mismatch repair genes confer increased recombination in Hfr X F- crosses; in theseexperiments
involving highly homologoussequences, the major
effect was noted for a mutant
u v r D gene. These results
indicatethatasomewhatdifferent,
but mismatchrelated mechanism can limit recombination in the case
of very limited sequence divergence (the two point
mutations in the hisF gene studied in the cross).
The intervention of the MutL and MutS proteins
in the recombination process might occurimmediately
after the RecA-promoted strand exchange between
rhsA and rhsB. As judged by experiments in vitro,
RecA will catalyze heteroduplex formation through
small sequenceheterologies (DAS GUPTAand RADDING 1982). The consecutive mismatches would offer
atargetfortheMutLand
MutS proteins, whose
activity could resultin elimination of the heteroduplex
intermediate, hence preventing its resolution in duplication. T h e ability of the MutL and MutS proteins
to detect a mispaired region of a chromosome seems
to be utilized in at least two ways. As shown previously,
the general mismatch repair pathway contributes to
replicational fidelity through repairof errors by DNA
polymerase (MODRICH 1989;RADMAN1989). Mismatch repair proteins also contribute to recombinational fidelity, by preventing the introduction of heterologous sequences by horizontal transfer between
species (RAYSSIGUIER,
THALER
andRADMAN1989)
and by limiting the introductionof vertical divergence
by large rearrangements (this work).
Importance of controlled homeologous recombination between gene families: Recombination between members of the r m gene family is another
known possibility for making large rearrangementsof
the E. coli chromosome(HILL, HARVEY and GRAY
1990). The rrn operons are known to contain sequencedivergence that couldappear as mismatch
protein targets in the course of the recombination
process UINKS-ROBERTSON
and NOMURA1987);for
example,about 1% divergence was observed in a
sequence comparison between 16s RNA of rrnG and
rrnB (SHEN,SQUIRES
and SQUIRES1982). In addition,
the spacer tRNA sequences might serveas targets for
a special recognition system. For the single rearrangement investigated in this study, the occurrence
can be as high as 0.1 % in the absence ofmutL or muts
gene products; underthese conditions, the cumulated
probability of a rearrangement between any two members of agene family couldreach 5%. Thus, we
presume that long-term genomic stability requires a
general mechanism for negative control of intrachromosomal recombination and unequal crossing over
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betweenhomologous chromosomes. The likelihood
of such a recombination-limiting system has also been
inferred from another point of view: the much lower
frequency of duplication by homeologous recombination compared to the frequency of segregation by
homologous recombination (HILL,
HARVEY and GRAY
1990). Our experiments define the mismatch recognition proteins as likely components of this recombinational fidelity system. Eukaryotic cells appearto
carry a generalmismatch repair system similar to that
found in E. coli (HOLMES, CLARK
and MODRICH 1990;
THOMAS,
ROBERTS
and KUNKEL1991). This mismatch
pathway might also prevent aberrant recombination
(RAYSSIGUIER,
THALER
andRADMAN1989; BAILIS
and ROTHSTEIN
1990).
For eukaryotic organisms, recombination between
homologous chromosomes is almost exclusively limited to meiosis. T h e recombinational fidelity mechanism proposed here might participatein this limitation
on mitotic recombination. T h e frequent occurrence
of homeologous sequences in eukaryotes could trigger
the mismatch-directed system to abort attempted mitoticrecombinationbetweenhomologouschromosomes; suppression of this pathway would then be a
component of meiotic development. The mismatch
system could be the regulatory balance limiting recombination to the proper meiotic pathway.
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